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Book Descriptions:

Cuisinart coffee maker dtc 975 manual

For your safety and continued enjoyment of this product, always read the. Page 2 IMPORTANT 11.
Always fill water reservoir first, then plugTo disconnect. SAFEGUARDS turn controls to. Page 3
SPECIAL CORD SET OPERATING NOTICE. A short powersupply cord is provided to. Page 4
CONTENTS. Important Safeguards................. Page 5 FEATURES AND BenefitsDecalcification refers
to the removal of calciumPage 9 located on bottom of product, original date of replacement, by
calling our Consumer ServicePage 10 NOTESCuisinart offers an extensive assortment of top quality
products to. Page 13 Version noDTC975BKN IB4830A. Size 152 mm W X203 mm H. Total Pages 12.
Material. Cover 157gsm matt artpaper. Using the online preview, you can quickly view the contents
and go to the page where you will find the solution to your problem with Cuisinart Coffeemaker
DTC975BKN. To start viewing the user manual Cuisinart Coffeemaker DTC975BKN on full screen,
use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too much of your disk space, you
can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also
been provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You do not have to
print the entire manual Cuisinart Coffeemaker DTC975BKN but the selected pages only. paper. If
you want to quickly view the content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can
use them. To disconnect, turn controls to off, then remove plug from SAFEGUARDS wall outlet.
When using electrical appliances, basic safety 12. Do not use appliance for other than precautions
should always be followed to intended use. Snap lid securely onto carafe before injury to persons,
including the following serving any beverages. 1. READ ALL INSTRUCTThe quality of that
Programming Your Coffeemaker...........6 water is as important as the quality of your Brewing
Coffee........ Close cover once water has been added. 4
3.http://www.aias-busto.it/userfiles/how-to-manually-apply-cheats-on-cwcheats.xml

cuisinart coffee maker dtc-975bkn manual, cuisinart coffee maker dtc-975bkn parts,
cuisinart coffee maker troubleshooting dtc 975, cuisinart coffee maker dtc 975
manual, cuisinart coffee maker dtc 975 manual download, cuisinart coffee maker dtc
975 manual pdf, cuisinart coffee maker dtc 975 manual free, cuisinart coffee maker
dtc 975 manual instructions.
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Filter Basket Swings open for easy insertion of coffee filter. 6 1 4. Water Window Magnified
markings indicate water needed to make corresponding cups of coffee. 5 5. Stainless DoubleWall
Thermal Insulated CarafeThe auto symbol will f ill the reservoir with cold water and follow the
illuminate in the upper right corner of the directions for Brewing Coffee. DO NOT ADD COFFEE!
LCD screen. o nce the system flush is complete, your coffeemaker is ready to brew so you can enjoy
Cuisinart at its best! 2. The unit will now beCAUTIo N Coffeemaker becomes very hot 2. To avoid
accidents, make sure thermal carafe lid during brew cycle; handle with extreme care, is in closed
position during brewing and while as hot parts and escaping steam may cause pouring; do not pour
in the direction o. Please try again.Please try again.Please clean the valve regularly, especially if
using flavored coffees as they can cause the brew pause to stick.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account Please try your search again later.Plugged or unplugged, nobody covers the
kitchen like Cuisinart. The company is a fullservice culinary resource with a wide array of products,
preferred by chefs and favored by consumers.With a full range of sets, sauce pans, skillets, fry pans
and more, cooking for your family or a crowd is accessible and elegant.The unit automatically shuts
off and has an audible beep when brew cycle is complete. The convenient Brew Pause feature lets
you enjoy a cup during the brewing cycle and the easy to read water level indicator takes the
guesswork out of measuring. The Quest for the Perfect Cup of Coffee Element 1 Water Coffee is 98%
water. The quality of that water is as important as the quality of your coffee. If water doesn’t taste
good from the tap, it won’t taste good in your coffee. Element 2 Coffee While coffee is 98% water, all
of the flavor comes from the
beans.http://wkdh.ac.kr/userfiles/how-to-manually-adjust-convergence-sony.xml

To achieve the same great taste you enjoy at a coffee bar, you need to use the same quality of coffee.
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If you choose to grind your own beans, buy them fresh and whole. Buy only about a twoweek supply
at a time, because once the bean is broken, its flavor degrades quickly. Element 3 Grind The grind is
critical for proper flavor extraction. If the grind is too fine, overextraction and bitterness will result.
Too fine a grind may also clog the filter. If grind is too coarse, the water will pass through too
quickly and the maximum flavor will not be extracted. When grinding your own beans, we
recommend a mediumfine grind. Element 4 Proportion Coffee that is too strong or too weak is
always a disappointment. Follow the recommended portions of ground coffee in the instructions
under Brewing Coffee, and later adjust the amount to suit your taste. Note The maximum capacity
for ground coffee is 15 scoops 15 tablespoons for this 60ounce twelve 5ounce cups coffeemaker.
Exceeding this amount may cause overflow. Do not fill above the 12cup mark. Keeps coffee hot and
flavorful for hours. Reservoir Cover Simply lift to fill with water. Close cover once water has been
added. Filter Basket Swings open for easy insertion of coffee filter. Water Window Magnified
markings indicate water needed to make corresponding cups of coffee. Brew Pause Stops flow of
water from basket when carafe is removed from heater plate, so a cup can be poured during brewing
cycle. AutoBrew Cycle Program time to brew. ON Indicator Light Illuminates when power is on. To
do so, fill the reservoir with cold water and follow the directions for Brew Pause. Do not add coffee
during this process. Once the system flush is complete, your coffeemaker is ready to brew. Coffee
contains oils that can build up on your carafe. For best performance, wash carafe and wipe pour
spout clean after each use. To prevent overflow Only fill water to the 12cup mark. Only use one
paper filter or a gold tone filter never both.

Ensure the carafe lid is on correctly. Check to make sure the coffee is not too fine. To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Shutterbee 5.0 out of 5
stars Maybe Im just super lucky but this pot has lived longer than any coffee pot Ive ever owned. The
carafe keeps coffee hot throughout the morning and its still warm at night when I dump it to set up
for next morning. Hoping the issues im reading in some reviews are a hit or miss kind of thing see
EDIT below. This is the same model number for the one I have on my counter right now. Mine gets
used every day at least once a day. Ill update if needed after I try the new one but for now this pot is
10 out of 10 for me. EDIT Something is going on with the lid. I received the new one a few hours
ago, filled it up and just like others are saying it leaked everywhere. SO since I have my old pot
sitting here I decided to try a few things. 1. I took the OLD 10 yr old lid and put it on the NEW carafe
and ran it though again. NO LEAKS. 2. I put the new lid back on and ran it again to see if I could get
an idea of whats happening, It leaked again but as I was pulling the carafe out I happen to notice the
ball inside the lid at the top had floated all the way to the top blocking the holes where the water
enters from the filterkind of like a carpet cleaners dirty water tank has a float in it and when its full
it floats all the way to the top stopping anymore water from entering It only floated til I tipped the
pot a little and then it went down. I checked the small hole in the lid and its clear and air flows
through just fine WEIRD. SO. 3.



On top of the lid where water goes in from the filter you can see the little ball inside there, if you
turn HARD that very top screws off counter clockwiseand you can access that ball inside. It looks
like they tack melted is that a term plastic inside to keep that top on but it does screw off and back
on, you just have to break those little tacked spots very smallit didnt hurt the new lid and ive been
taking my old lid off for YEARS to clean that ball. Anyway, I TOOK THE BALL OUT and ran another
pot without anything in there at all. NO LEAKS, ran another, NO LEAKS. Seems the ball may be part
of the problem. 4. I had the ball from my OLD pot SO I took the OLD ball and put it in the NEW LID.
Ran it through and NO LEAKS!! ugh. Did they change the ball Maybe there is an air bubble inside
the ball causing it to float too much. Im a little sad but at the same time if this is just that stupid
little ball on the top and using my old parts makes it work Im still happy but if you do NOT have this
same pot for parts the easy fix is to just take that ball out of the top and that should fix it if none of
the other suggestions are working. I will continue to mess with it and try some of these other
suggestions in the reviews. Im interested in knowing what they changed in the lid if anything other
than that ball I will be switching over to this new maker and pot with my old ball and using the new
maker every day so I can determine if its going to live as long as my old maker did. I seriously still
LOVE my old, same model number, Cuisinart Ill return with any new developments. 72414 Still cant
find any other issues with the lid and other fixes found here didnt work so I called Cuisinart just to
inquire about any changes they may have made to the lid, they told me that they are showing
nothing about any changes being made to this pot at all and they agreed to send me a replacement
lid. 72914 Received the new lid and everything is working perfectly.
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Im back to loving this coffee pot. I will revisit if necessary. Posted pictures of my lid and the ball that
you need to remove to stop overflow if you cant get a new lid.My all time favorite coffeemaker.
Keeps coffee hot for hours. In 2013 I decided I needed to clean it. Yes, 8 years and I never cleaned it.
So I ran vinegar through and it never worked right after that. BUT even though I through the
machine out I kept the carafe and am I glad I did. The first time I used the new one I had water all
over the counter and floor just like everyone says. Tried several more times then started comparing
the lids. There was the culprit. A new design which Cuisinart denies is different. But I have it right in
front of me. The coffee drips into the lid and it has nowhere to go because the little resevoir in the
lid only holds a few drops and the machine pumps coffee out faster than it can drain into the carafe.
I took my old lid and put it on the new carafe and I never have spillage NEVER. My old carafe finally
broke its seal just last year after 13 years. So now Im using the 2013 carafe with the same old lid. I
just wish Cuisinart would go back to the 2005 lid design. I emailed Cuisinart and they denied any
design change.I bought it despite the warnings of other customers in regard with the spilling issues.
Most people pointed to the carafe lid as the main cause of the problem.. I thought that I am smarter
in a sense that I can correctly close the lid of the carafe to avoid coffee spills. I was wrong.
Numerous times I found the kitchen counter and the floor full of steaming, hot coffee. This happened
not because of an incorrectly closed lid but because the filter basket dripping hole at the bottom was
blocked. After I realized what caused the spilling, I started to checking the dripping hole BEFORE
each brewing to make sure the spring is working properly and there is no ground coffee residue.

http://experience-hr.com/images/connecticut-driving-license-manual.pdf
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I make coffee every morning, 10 cups, same coffee brand, same paper filter, same way. Yet still, the
spills occurred from time to time for exactly same reason overflow of the filter basket due to a
blocked dripping hole. After many mornings of frustration, I finally decided to give up and throw the
coffee maker in the garbage. I used different brands of coffee makers in the past, including a
previous Cuisinart model. End of story.I’d recommend each buyer at least scan them, and watch the
video of buyers and the one provided by Cuisinart posted in “reviews.” They were extremely helpful
in my choice. We’ve had ours going on three weeks and had only one overflow, user error as I forgot
to put the lid on the pot. The control buttons are small. The lid to the pot is a quick learning process
if you know to line the chimney up with the spout when screwing it on so it ends up in “pour”
position. I had tired of my old burner coffee maker as it cooked the coffee in the glass carafe well
before we drank it all. This pot is terrific as there is no burner. Once the coffee is made, the machine
shuts off. We do not “preheat” the thermal carafe as some have posted, but our coffee still stays hot
close to four hours. Though I also purchased a fresh coffee bean grinder, we have found that even
with pre ground coffee, this coffee maker is SO much better than those with heating elements. Just
be informed before you use it. Well worth the cost.Hubby wakes up at 5 and when I get up at 8 its
still hot. I can pour another cup at 2pm and its still hot! LOVE it. Havent had any issues.except if you
feel it right to the 12 cup line, it will overflow, I would say its more like an 11 cup maker, but its still
amazing. Small issue! Would totally buy again.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Large opening for water makes it easy to fill and coffee tastes great. The small display is a little set
back but easy to over come.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again My last one worked fine for many years so I knew I wanted the same kind when it
needed replacing. The coffee keeps hot and fresh for hours in the thermal pot. Love, love it I highly
recommend this item.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again My husband and I work
different shifts and the coffee that is made a 7 am is still very hot hours later. It is a little taller than
I allotted for but a quick reorganization took care of that problem. We are very happy with our
purchase.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again We have followed all the directions
for use to the letter and a number of people have tried using it with the same result. Very unsatisfied
and would not recommend.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate
out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous



heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying
Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still
see all customer reviews for the product. Maybe Im just super lucky but this pot has lived longer
than any coffee pot Ive ever owned. The carafe keeps coffee hot throughout the morning and its still
warm at night when I dump it to set up for next morning. Hoping the issues im reading in some
reviews are a hit or miss kind of thing see EDIT below. This is the same model number for the one I
have on my counter right now. Mine gets used every day at least once a day. Ill update if needed
after I try the new one but for now this pot is 10 out of 10 for me. EDIT Something is going on with
the lid. I received the new one a few hours ago, filled it up and just like others are saying it leaked
everywhere.

http://www.holderit.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16288735e92f
52---Can-you-change-a-manual-car-to-an-automatic.pdf

SO since I have my old pot sitting here I decided to try a few things. 1. I took the OLD 10 yr old lid
and put it on the NEW carafe and ran it though again. NO LEAKS. 2. I put the new lid back on and
ran it again to see if I could get an idea of whats happening, It leaked again but as I was pulling the
carafe out I happen to notice the ball inside the lid at the top had floated all the way to the top
blocking the holes where the water enters from the filterkind of like a carpet cleaners dirty water
tank has a float in it and when its full it floats all the way to the top stopping anymore water from
entering It only floated til I tipped the pot a little and then it went down. I checked the small hole in
the lid and its clear and air flows through just fine WEIRD. SO. 3. On top of the lid where water goes
in from the filter you can see the little ball inside there, if you turn HARD that very top screws off
counter clockwiseand you can access that ball inside. It looks like they tack melted is that a term
plastic inside to keep that top on but it does screw off and back on, you just have to break those little
tacked spots very smallit didnt hurt the new lid and ive been taking my old lid off for YEARS to clean
that ball. Anyway, I TOOK THE BALL OUT and ran another pot without anything in there at all. NO
LEAKS, ran another, NO LEAKS. Seems the ball may be part of the problem. 4. I had the ball from
my OLD pot SO I took the OLD ball and put it in the NEW LID. Ran it through and NO LEAKS!! ugh.
Did they change the ball Maybe there is an air bubble inside the ball causing it to float too much. Im
a little sad but at the same time if this is just that stupid little ball on the top and using my old parts
makes it work Im still happy but if you do NOT have this same pot for parts the easy fix is to just
take that ball out of the top and that should fix it if none of the other suggestions are working.

guineaservicesproviders.com/gsp/files/compaq-9010-manual.pdf

I will continue to mess with it and try some of these other suggestions in the reviews. Im interested
in knowing what they changed in the lid if anything other than that ball I will be switching over to
this new maker and pot with my old ball and using the new maker every day so I can determine if its
going to live as long as my old maker did. I seriously still LOVE my old, same model number,
Cuisinart Ill return with any new developments. 72414 Still cant find any other issues with the lid
and other fixes found here didnt work so I called Cuisinart just to inquire about any changes they
may have made to the lid, they told me that they are showing nothing about any changes being made
to this pot at all and they agreed to send me a replacement lid. 72914 Received the new lid and
everything is working perfectly. Im back to loving this coffee pot. I will revisit if necessary. Posted
pictures of my lid and the ball that you need to remove to stop overflow if you cant get a new lid. It
worked beautifully. My all time favorite coffeemaker. Keeps coffee hot for hours. In 2013 I decided I
needed to clean it. Yes, 8 years and I never cleaned it. So I ran vinegar through and it never worked
right after that. BUT even though I through the machine out I kept the carafe and am I glad I did.
The first time I used the new one I had water all over the counter and floor just like everyone says.

http://www.holderit.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16288735e92f52---Can-you-change-a-manual-car-to-an-automatic.pdf
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Tried several more times then started comparing the lids. There was the culprit. A new design which
Cuisinart denies is different. But I have it right in front of me. The coffee drips into the lid and it has
nowhere to go because the little resevoir in the lid only holds a few drops and the machine pumps
coffee out faster than it can drain into the carafe. I took my old lid and put it on the new carafe and I
never have spillage NEVER. My old carafe finally broke its seal just last year after 13 years. So now
Im using the 2013 carafe with the same old lid.

I just wish Cuisinart would go back to the 2005 lid design. I emailed Cuisinart and they denied any
design change. Please try again later. From the United StatesMaybe Im just super lucky but this pot
has lived longer than any coffee pot Ive ever owned. The carafe keeps coffee hot throughout the
morning and its still warm at night when I dump it to set up for next morning. Hoping the issues im
reading in some reviews are a hit or miss kind of thing see EDIT below. This is the same model
number for the one I have on my counter right now. Mine gets used every day at least once a day. Ill
update if needed after I try the new one but for now this pot is 10 out of 10 for me. EDIT Something
is going on with the lid. I received the new one a few hours ago, filled it up and just like others are
saying it leaked everywhere. SO since I have my old pot sitting here I decided to try a few things. 1. I
took the OLD 10 yr old lid and put it on the NEW carafe and ran it though again. NO LEAKS. 2. I put
the new lid back on and ran it again to see if I could get an idea of whats happening, It leaked again
but as I was pulling the carafe out I happen to notice the ball inside the lid at the top had floated all
the way to the top blocking the holes where the water enters from the filterkind of like a carpet
cleaners dirty water tank has a float in it and when its full it floats all the way to the top stopping
anymore water from entering It only floated til I tipped the pot a little and then it went down. I
checked the small hole in the lid and its clear and air flows through just fine WEIRD. SO. 3. On top
of the lid where water goes in from the filter you can see the little ball inside there, if you turn HARD
that very top screws off counter clockwiseand you can access that ball inside.

It looks like they tack melted is that a term plastic inside to keep that top on but it does screw off
and back on, you just have to break those little tacked spots very smallit didnt hurt the new lid and
ive been taking my old lid off for YEARS to clean that ball. Anyway, I TOOK THE BALL OUT and ran
another pot without anything in there at all. NO LEAKS, ran another, NO LEAKS. Seems the ball
may be part of the problem. 4. I had the ball from my OLD pot SO I took the OLD ball and put it in
the NEW LID. Ran it through and NO LEAKS!! ugh. Did they change the ball Maybe there is an air
bubble inside the ball causing it to float too much. Im a little sad but at the same time if this is just
that stupid little ball on the top and using my old parts makes it work Im still happy but if you do
NOT have this same pot for parts the easy fix is to just take that ball out of the top and that should
fix it if none of the other suggestions are working. I will continue to mess with it and try some of
these other suggestions in the reviews. Im interested in knowing what they changed in the lid if
anything other than that ball I will be switching over to this new maker and pot with my old ball and
using the new maker every day so I can determine if its going to live as long as my old maker did. I
seriously still LOVE my old, same model number, Cuisinart Ill return with any new developments.
72414 Still cant find any other issues with the lid and other fixes found here didnt work so I called
Cuisinart just to inquire about any changes they may have made to the lid, they told me that they are
showing nothing about any changes being made to this pot at all and they agreed to send me a
replacement lid. 72914 Received the new lid and everything is working perfectly. Im back to loving
this coffee pot. I will revisit if necessary. Posted pictures of my lid and the ball that you need to
remove to stop overflow if you cant get a new lid.Please try again later. Please try again later.

Madonna G. 3.0 out of 5 stars My all time favorite coffeemaker. Keeps coffee hot for hours. In 2013 I
decided I needed to clean it. Yes, 8 years and I never cleaned it. So I ran vinegar through and it
never worked right after that. BUT even though I through the machine out I kept the carafe and am I
glad I did. The first time I used the new one I had water all over the counter and floor just like



everyone says. Tried several more times then started comparing the lids. There was the culprit. A
new design which Cuisinart denies is different. But I have it right in front of me. The coffee drips
into the lid and it has nowhere to go because the little resevoir in the lid only holds a few drops and
the machine pumps coffee out faster than it can drain into the carafe. I took my old lid and put it on
the new carafe and I never have spillage NEVER. My old carafe finally broke its seal just last year
after 13 years. So now Im using the 2013 carafe with the same old lid. I just wish Cuisinart would go
back to the 2005 lid design. I emailed Cuisinart and they denied any design change.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Boss 1.0 out of 5 stars I bought it despite the warnings of other
customers in regard with the spilling issues. Most people pointed to the carafe lid as the main cause
of the problem.. I thought that I am smarter in a sense that I can correctly close the lid of the carafe
to avoid coffee spills. I was wrong. Numerous times I found the kitchen counter and the floor full of
steaming, hot coffee. This happened not because of an incorrectly closed lid but because the filter
basket dripping hole at the bottom was blocked. After I realized what caused the spilling, I started to
checking the dripping hole BEFORE each brewing to make sure the spring is working properly and
there is no ground coffee residue. I make coffee every morning, 10 cups, same coffee brand, same
paper filter, same way.

Yet still, the spills occurred from time to time for exactly same reason overflow of the filter basket
due to a blocked dripping hole. After many mornings of frustration, I finally decided to give up and
throw the coffee maker in the garbage. I used different brands of coffee makers in the past,
including a previous Cuisinart model. End of story.Please try again later. Please try again later.I’d
recommend each buyer at least scan them, and watch the video of buyers and the one provided by
Cuisinart posted in “reviews.” They were extremely helpful in my choice. We’ve had ours going on
three weeks and had only one overflow, user error as I forgot to put the lid on the pot. The control
buttons are small. The lid to the pot is a quick learning process if you know to line the chimney up
with the spout when screwing it on so it ends up in “pour” position. I had tired of my old burner
coffee maker as it cooked the coffee in the glass carafe well before we drank it all. This pot is terrific
as there is no burner. Once the coffee is made, the machine shuts off. We do not “preheat” the
thermal carafe as some have posted, but our coffee still stays hot close to four hours. Though I also
purchased a fresh coffee bean grinder, we have found that even with pre ground coffee, this coffee
maker is SO much better than those with heating elements. Just be informed before you use it. Well
worth the cost.Please try again later. Please try again later. B.Anne 1.0 out of 5 stars A small size
cracker is bigger than the opening and this is a problem for me. It pours so slow that a few times I
was tipping the pot completely over just to get my coffee out. I now have to take the cover off but it
still pours very slow because of the strangely odd small size opening. I want to return this coffee pot
but its used now so Ill keep it for a while, but will never buy this type of coffee pot again. Design is
okay. Its tall. Made out of cheap plastic and its very lightweight.

Coffee tastes very good buy poorly designed. Its a round part, with a spring. It snapped off and flew
across the room. I was able to recover the round type black piece. Whatever else was attached the
piece is gone, probably flew under the oven or something. I was able to push the recovered piece
into the bottom of the coffee filter and it brewed okay, but the coffee pot is pretty useless at this
point. I tried brewing without the broken piece and it leaked all over the counter tops. Coffee grinds
everywhere. What a shame. A very small opening and broken parts already. I just want my money
back.Please try again later. Please try again later.The coffee stays hot in the carafe for a long time
and the coffee doesnt get nasty like with a pot sitting on a burner. After 12 hours its still warm
enough to drink, though not what Id call hot. The coffee actually stays warm longer than with a
coffee maker with a burner since once the burner times out the pot cools off pretty fast. There are a
few issues you have to live with though. The pour is really slow due to the design of the carafe lid.
You have to be really careful screwing on the carafe lid as you will almost always cross thread it the
first try. If you dont get it right you can overflow the grounds basket and make a big mess. The



carafe is hard to clean. If you place it exactly right in a dishwasher and wash it every day I guess it
would stay clean but we dont do that. I use Every so often you need to wash the coffee basket and
carafe lid in a dishwasher. We did have one problem though and I suspect it was our own fault. We
went well over a year without descaling and then when I did something stopped up and the water
would no longer flow to brew. Cuisinart replaced it promptly under warranty. This time we are being
careful to descale every month or two and hope to not have the problem again. One last
consideration is that the button labels faded to the point of not being legible.


